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We apply belief functions to an analysis of future climate change. It is shown that the lower
envelope of a set of probabilities bounded by cumulative probability distributions is a belief
function. The large uncertainty about natural and socio-economic factors inﬂuencing esti-
mates of future climate change is quantiﬁed in terms of bounds on cumulative probability.
This information is used to construct a belief function for a simple climate change model,
which then is projected onto an estimate of global mean warming in the 21st century. Results
show that warming estimates on this basis can generate very imprecise uncertainty models.
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It is widely accepted that a discernible inﬂuence of industrial and agricultural
emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) on the earths climate exists. Due to human
activity, greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere have risen by, to name just
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186 E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209Empirical evidence for a growing climate change signal is mounting, and all state-of-
the-art climate models need the increased absorption of infrared radiation from the
earth surface due to growing GHG concentrations to reproduce this signal. Still,
uncertainty abounds. How sensitive is the climate to growing GHG concentrations?
What amount of greenhouse gases will humankind put into the atmosphere in the
21st century?
We believe that the application of imprecise probability concepts carries the po-
tential to greatly improve the situation in climate change forecasting and integrated
assessment of climate change policies. However, an obstacle might be the dynamical
nature of climate change models, and the large number of uncertain variables which
mostly range over continuous possibility spaces. In this paper, we present an appli-
cation of belief functions to the estimation of global mean temperature (GMT)
change in the 21st century. Belief functions have been widely used with varying inter-
pretations. Luo and Caselton [1], for example, have presented an early application of
belief functions to climate change by drawing on Dempsters theory [2] which builds
on a basic probability assignment to sets.
We interpret a belief function as lower envelope of a set of probability measures,
and try to respect this interpretation throughout the reasoning process. The uncer-
tainty on the climate model parameters is initially quantiﬁed by lower and upper
cumulative probability distribution functions (CDFs) on the real line. In Section
2, we discuss how this information can be converted to a belief function, combined
for diﬀerent model parameters, and projected onto the model output. In Section 3,
we present the simple temperature change model, and construct a joint belief func-
tion for its uncertain parameters. In Section 4, the uncertainty in the input values
is projected onto an estimate of global mean temperature change. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper. To enhance readability, proofs of formal statements are delegated
to Appendix A.2. Methods
2.1. Basic concepts
We brieﬂy introduce the basic concepts that are used throughout the paper. Con-
sider an uncertain quantity X that enters a model of some causal relationship, e.g., of
the link between GHG emissions and GMT. The uncertainty about X shall be de-
scribed by a lower bounding function F X : R! ½0; 1 and an upper bounding func-
tion F X : R! ½0; 1 for a set of CDFs FX(x) :¼ P(X 6 x) on the real line R. The
resulting set of probabilities
CX ðF ; F Þ :¼ fP j8x 2 R F ðxÞ 6 P ð1; x 6 F ðxÞg ð1Þ
has been called a distribution band in the literature [3]. CX is convex, since for any two
probabilities P,Q 2 CX and k 2 (0,1), also kP + (1  k)Q 2 CX.
If the lower and upper bounding functions are continuous on the real line, we call
CX a continuous distribution band. Another important special case is constituted by
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set of probabilities CX ðSF; SFÞ is called a probability box (p-box) [4]. P-boxes natu-
rally emerge, when the distribution of a continuous random variable on the real line
is approximated by lower and upper step functions SF 6 F 6 SF, where F 6 SF de-
notes pointwise domination. Such an approximation was employed to calculate
bounds for the convolution of two random variables with unknown dependency [5].
Likewise, a continuous distribution band CX ðF ; F Þ with bounded support can be
enclosed by a p-box CX ðSF; SFÞ  CX ðF ; F Þ 1. The smallest such p-box is bounded
by a right-continuous step function SF 6 F from below and a left-continuous step
function SF P F from above (see Fig. 1). Right- and left-continuity of the bounds
are necessary conditions for the p-box to be the smallest discrete approximation that
encompasses the continuous distribution band.
In the following, we focus our discussion on p-boxes CX ðSF; SFÞ with right- and
left-continuous bounding functions. Our goal is to identify a simple uncertainty rep-
resentation for these p-boxes, which fully captures their information content. The
information content of a convex set of probabilities can sometimes, but not always,
be assessed in terms of its lower envelope P :A! ½0; 1 on the domainA of measur-
able events. A natural choice of domain for real-valued random variables X is the
Borel ﬁeld R of R [6, Section 14]. Then, the lower envelope PX of a p-box
CX ðSF; SFÞ is deﬁned by
8A 2 R PX ðAÞ :¼ inf
P2CX ðSF;SFÞ
P ðAÞ: ð2Þ
In Section 2.2, it will be shown that the lower envelope PX of CX ðSF; SFÞ is a belief
function. Belief functions have been introduced by Dempster [2] and further explored
by Shafer [7]. They are deﬁned as totally monotone set functions bel :A! ½0; 1,
i.e., for an arbitrary countable union of sets Ai 2A indexed by I = {1,2, . . .},
belð[i2IAiÞ P
X
JI;J 6¼;
ð1ÞjJ jþ1belð\j2JAjÞ:
In the special case of equality between the left- and right-hand side, bel is a proba-
bility measure. Belief functions have favorable properties. In particular, theirMo¨bius
inverse m :A! R, deﬁned by 8A 2AbelðAÞ ¼PBAmðBÞ, exhibits only non-nega-
tive entries m(B) P 0 which sum up to unity, i.e.,
P
A2A mðAÞ ¼ 1 [2,7]. Thus,
m :A! R can be interpreted as a basic probability assignment on A. The sets
A 2A with m(A) > 0 are called focal elements. In this paper, we only consider belief
functions with a ﬁnite number of focal elements. Let E ¼ fE1; . . . ;Eng be the collec-
tion of focal elements. The tuple ðE;mÞ :¼ fðE1;mðE1ÞÞ; . . . ; ðEn;mðEnÞÞg is called a
(ﬁnite support) random set or focal set. Knowledge of the random set ðE;mÞ suﬃces1 If the support of CX ðF ; F Þ is not bounded, a step function approximation with bounded support will
cut the tails of the distribution band. Any further analysis with CX ðSF;SFÞ will disregard the information
contained in these tails. This can be critical, e.g., when observations are used to correct prior knowledge.
P-boxes with unbounded support might be used, but their discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the p-box approximation of a distribution band (left panel), and the construction
of a random set from a p-box by use of Algorithm 1 (right panel).
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deﬁned by 8A 2A plðAÞ ¼ 1 belðAcÞ. It is
belðAÞ ¼
X
BA
mðBÞ ¼
X
ijEiA
mi; plðAÞ ¼
X
B\A6¼;
mðBÞ ¼
X
ijEi\A6¼;
mi:2.2. Representing P-boxes by belief functions
It was already noted by Yager [8] that p-boxes CX ðSF; SFÞ exhibit a close rela-
tionship to belief functions. In the following, we will further explore this relationship.
It is assumed that the bounding step functions have the form
SFðxÞ ¼
SFðxiÞ xi 6 x < xiþ1
0 x < x1
1 xn 6 x
8><
>: ; SFðxÞ ¼
SFðxjþ1Þ xj < x 6 xjþ1
0 x 6 x1
1 xm < x:
8><
>:
The following algorithm can be used to construct a random set ðE;mÞ from SF and
SF (see Fig. 1).
Algorithm 1
1. Initialize indices k = 1 (running over the focal elements of the random set to be
constructed), i = 1 (running over x*i), j = 1 (running over x

j ). Let pk denote the
cumulative probability already accounted for in step k. Assign p0 = 0.
2. Construct focal element Ek ¼ ðxj ; xi.
3. If j = m, choose arbitrary xmþ1 > x

m, thus SFðxmþ1Þ ¼ 1.
(a) SFðxiÞ < SFðxjþ1Þ: mk = SF(x*i)  pk1, pk = SF(x*i). Raise indices k ! k + 1,
i ! i + 1. Return to Step 2.
(b) SFðxiÞ > SFðxjþ1Þ : mk ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ  pk1; pk ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ. Raise indices
k ! k + 1, j ! j + 1. Return to Step 2.
(c) SFðxiÞ ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ : mk ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ  pk1. If SFðxiÞ ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ ¼ 1, stop. If
SFðxiÞ ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ < 1, set pk ¼ SFðxjþ1Þ. Raise indices k ! k + 1, i ! i + 1,
j ! j + 1. Return to Step 2.
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increasing). The algorithm will always reach the points xn; xmþ1 with
SFðxnÞ ¼ SFðxmþ1Þ ¼ 1 and stop.Lemma 1. Algorithm 1 constructs a random set ðE;mÞ, which has the following
properties:
(I) ðE;mÞ contains q < n + m half-closed intervals Ek ¼ ðxjðkÞ; xiðkÞ as focal
elements.
(II) ðE;mÞ includes no pair of focal elements Ek, El with xjðkÞ < xjðlÞ < xiðlÞ < xiðkÞ.
(III) 8x 2 R, the associated belief and plausibility functions fulfill belEð1; x ¼
SFðxÞ; plEð1; x ¼ SFðxÞ.Similar algorithms have been presented in the literature [4,9]. The main diﬀerence
is constituted by the fact that Algorithm 1 generates half-closed intervals
Ek ¼ ðxk ; xk, while other formulations usually choose the corresponding closed
interval eEk ¼ ½xk ; xk. Since for all k, Ek  eEk; belE > bel~E and plE < pl~E for
some sets in R. Consider, e.g., the set ð1; xl . Due to property (II), plEð1;
xl  ¼
P
k<lmk <
P
k6lmk ¼ pl~Eð1; xl . Since plEð1; xl  ¼ SFðxl Þ, the choice of
closed intervals instead of half-closed intervals leads to pl~Eð1; x > SFðxÞ at the
points x ¼ fx1; . . . ; xqg. For application purposes, this additional imprecision does
not matter much, since pl~Eð1; x and SFðxÞ agree almost everywhere on the real
line. However, if we want to show that the information content of a p-box
CX ðSF; SFÞ is completely captured by the random set constructed from Algorithm
1, we need to be more precise.Theorem 1. Let CX ðSF; SFÞ be a p-box on the real line bounded by a left-continuous
step function SF : R! ½0; 1 from above and a right-continuous step function
SF : R! ½0; 1 from below (see Definition (1)).
Let PX : R! ½0; 1 be the lower envelope of CX on the Borel field R as defined in
Eq. (2).
Let ðE;mÞ be the random set constructed from SF and SF by Algorithm 1, and
belE : R! ½0; 1 the associated belief function.
Then, 8A 2 R belEðAÞ ¼ PX ðAÞ.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1, the p-box CX ðSF; SFÞ coincides with
the convex set of probabilities CX ðbelEÞ :¼ fP j8A 2 R belEðAÞ 6 PðAÞg that is
encompassed by the belief function belE. This can be seen by noting
that every PX 2 CX ðbelEÞ has to be an element of CX ðSF; SFÞ, since 8x 2 R it is
belð1; x :¼ SFðxÞ 6 PX ð1; x 6 plð1; x :¼ SFðxÞ. In turn, every PX 2
CX ðSF; SFÞ has to be an element of CX ðbelEÞ, since belE is the lower envelope of
CX ðSF; SFÞ.
Thus, the p-box CX ðSF; SFÞ can be represented indeed by a belief function belE.
However, not every belE constitutes a p-box. The following corollary of Theorem 1
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a p-box.
Corollary 1. Let belE : R! ½0; 1 be a belief function with (finite support) random
set ðE;mÞ, which defines a right-continuous SF : R! ½0; 1 and left-continuous
SF : R! ½0; 1 by SF(x) :¼ bel(1,x] and SFðxÞ :¼ plð1; x ¼ 1 belðx;þ1Þ
for all x 2 R. Then,
CX ðbelEÞ  CX ðSF; SFÞ;
where equality holds if and only if ðE;mÞ has properties (I) and (II) in Lemma 1.2.3. Combining belief functions
In almost all assessments of climate change, uncertainty accumulates from diﬀer-
ent sources. Thus, we wish to consider a multivariate uncertainty model with uncer-
tain quantities X = {X1, . . . ,Xn}, each of which is described by a p-box CX iðSF; SFÞ
on the real line. If the uncertain quantities Xi were independent and described by
marginal probability measures PXi , there would exist a unique way to construct a
product measure PX. If they are described by belief functions constituting the lower
envelopes of the p-boxes, however, the situation is more complicated. For non-addi-
tive lower probabilities like belief functions, the joint lower envelope PX of the inde-
pendent product depends on the concept of independence that is considered [10,11].
Assume that the uncertainty about the quantities Xi is represented by belief func-
tions belX i with associated random sets ðEi;miÞ ¼ fðE1i ;m1iÞ; . . . ; ðEki ;mkiÞg, 1 6 i
6 n. There exists a simple way to construct the Mo¨bius inverse of a particular choice
of independent product belX from the Mo¨bius inverses of the belX i [2]. It is expressed
in terms of a joint random set ðE;mÞ, which is calculated from the marginal random
sets ðEi;miÞ by
ðE;mÞ :¼ fðEl1...ln ¼ El1      Eln ;ml1...ln ¼ ml1  . . .  mlnÞ; 1 6 li 6 kig: ð3Þ
The independence concept associated with Deﬁnition (3) has been called random
set independence in the literature. Using the example of random draws from two urns
with unknown proportions of red and white balls, Couso et al. [10] have compared
random set independence with other concepts of independence for convex sets of
probabilities, in particular with epistemic and strong independence [11, Chapter
9.3]. Their comparison indicated that random set independence yields weaker infor-
mation than other independence concepts. Recently, Fetz and Oberguggenberger
[12] and de Cooman [13] showed that the convex set of joint probabilities encom-
passed by the random set independent lower envelope constitutes always a superset
of the probabilities that are encompassed by the epistemic and strong independent
lower envelope, respectively. Random set independence yields the most conservative
estimate of the joint uncertainty that can be obtained under an independence
assumption.
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tended to the case of belief functions with unknown dependency by drawing on
the equivalence of random sets to thickets. Thickets are employed in the Distribution
Envelope Determination (DEnv) method [14]. DEnv uses linear programming to
compute a lower and upper bound on the probability assignment mA*B for the
combination of two intervals A * B from the probability assignments mA and mB
[14]. See also Fetz and Oberguggenberger [12] for an alternative discussion of com-
bining random sets with unknown dependency.
Consider the special case of two marginal random sets ðE1;m1Þ ¼
fðE1;1;m1;1Þ; . . . ; ðE1;n;m1;nÞg on XX and ðE2;m2Þ ¼ fðE1;1;m1;1Þ; . . . ; ðE2;k;m2;kÞg on
XY, where no pair of focal elements is nested. This condition, albeit not fully en-
forced by property (II) in Lemma 1, is frequently fulﬁlled when approximating a dis-
tribution band CX ðF ; F Þ with a p-box CX ðSF; SFÞ, and constructing the associated
random set (see Section 3.1). The conjunction of two events E1,i · XY and XX · E2,i
of unknown dependency with lower probabilities P(E1,i) = m1,i and P(E2,j) = m2,j
yields a lower and upper Fre´chet bound for the probability of the joint event
Eij = E1,i · E2,j:
P ðEijÞ :¼ mij P max½0;m1;i þ m2;i  1; ð4Þ
P ðEijÞ :¼
X
lmjElm\Eij 6¼;
mlm 6 min
X
ljE1;l\E1;i 6¼;
m1;l;
X
mjE1;m\E2;j 6¼;
m2;m
2
4
3
5: ð5Þ
For an arbitrary event A  XX · XY, Constraints (4) and (5) deﬁne a linear pro-
gramming problem for ﬁnding the probability mass assignment m1*2 over the joint
random set ðE1  E2;m12Þ that minimizes bel1*2(A). Thus, the independent product
(3) for the case of independent marginals can be generalized to the case of marginals
with unknown dependency. In Section 4, we will compare estimates of future warm-
ing under the assumptions of independence and unknown dependency between
model parameters.
2.4. Extending belief functions
For the application of p-boxes and belief functions to climate change assessments,
we need a method to propagate these objects through dynamical models. Consider a
model of some causal relationship, which generates a transfer function f : Rn ! Rm,
y = f(x). Let the uncertainty in the input variables x be described by
CX ðbelEÞ :¼ fPX j8A 2 Rn belEðAÞ 6 PX ðAÞg. The associated random set ðE;mÞ ¼
fðE1;m1Þ; . . . ; ðEk;mkÞg can be transfered to the model output y by applying the
so-called extension principle for random sets. It was introduced and named in anal-
ogy to the extension principle for fuzzy sets by Dubois and Prade [15], and is deﬁned
by
f ðEiÞ :¼ fyj9x 2 Ei y ¼ f ðxÞg; mf ðBÞ :¼
X
f ðEiÞ¼B
mi: ð6Þ
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The question remains whether extension (6) is a useful tool to transfer the convex
set of probabilities CX ðbelEÞ to the model output space? Let the transfer function
f : Rn ! Rm be Borel measurable, i.e., 8B 2 Rm f 1ðBÞ ¼ fx 2 Rn : f ðxÞ 2 Bg 2
Rn. Then, every probability measure PX on ðRn;RnÞ is transformed by the mapping
f into a probability measure PY on ðRm;RmÞ deﬁned by 8B 2 Rm PY ðBÞ :¼
PX ðf 1ðBÞÞ. Using this deﬁnition, we can generate the transformed set of
probabilities
f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ :¼ fPY j9PX 2 CX ðbelEÞ8B 2 Rm PY ðBÞ ¼ PX ðf 1ðBÞÞg:
Thus, the question is how f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ relates to the set of probabilities CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ
encompassed by the extended belief function belf ðEÞ? To give a satisfactory answer,
we need to know how to deﬁne a probability measure PX from a probability PY on
Rm.
Lemma 2. Let f : Rn ! Rm be a Borel measurable transfer function, whose range is a
Borel set, i.e., Rgðf Þ 2 Rm. Let F be the collection of inverse images of the Borel sets,
i.e., F :¼ ff1ðBÞjB 2 Rn \Rgðf Þg. Define for each PY on Rm \Rgðf Þ a set function
PX jF on F by
8A 2F PX jFðAÞ :¼ PY ðf ðAÞÞ:
Then,
(a) F is a r-field of subsets of Rn with F  Rn,
(b) the atoms of F are constituted by the sets f1(y) with y in the range of f,
(c) PX jF is a countably additive probability measure on F.
Using the deﬁnition of PX jF presented in Lemma 2, we can transform each ele-
ment of CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ to a probability measure on F, generating
f 1ðCY ðbelf ðEÞÞÞ :¼ fPX jFj9PY 2 CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ8A 2F PX jFðAÞ ¼ PY ðf ðAÞÞg:
The following theorem shows that extension (6) yields indeed a belief function belf ðEÞ
which describes the transformed set of probabilities f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ in a meaningful
manner.Theorem 2. Let Rn; Rm be Borel fields, f : Rn ! Rm a Borel measurable transfer
function with Rgðf Þ 2 Rm.
Let belE be a belief function, encompassing the set of probabilities
CX ðbelEÞ; and ðE;mÞ the associated random set. Let
CX jFðbelEÞ :¼ fPX jFj8A 2F PX jFðAÞ P belEðAÞg
be the convex set of probabilities encompassed by the restriction of belE to F.
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associated belief function. Let
CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ :¼ fPY j8B 2 Rm belf ðEÞðBÞ 6 PY ðBÞg:
Then,
ðaÞ f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ  CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ;
ðbÞ CX jFðbelEÞ  f 1ðCY ðbelf ðEÞÞÞ:
Theorem 2 shows that by applying the extension principle (6), we are not unwit-
tingly adding information by excluding probabilities in f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ from the set
of probabilities CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ. Whether we might loose some information, i.e.,
CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ  f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ, is more diﬃcult to assess. No information will be
lost, if each probability measure PX jF 2 CX jFðbelEÞ can be extended onto the larger
Borel ﬁeld Rn in a manner so that the extended probability PX is contained in
CX ðbelEÞ. Whether this is possible, will depend on the type of transfer function
f as well as belief function belE. Fetz and Oberguggenberger [12] have shown that
in any case
inf
PY 2f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ
PY ðBÞ ¼ inf
PY 2CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ
PY ðBÞ
for arbitrary events B 2 Rn.3. A random set for a simple climate model
3.1. Global mean temperature model
We use a simple dynamical model to calculate the response of global mean temper-
ature (GMT) to a perturbation of the radiation balance between the incident solar
radiation and the outgoing infrared radiation from the earth. The initial perturbation,
excluding adjustments of the earth system, is expressed by an exogenous radiative
forcing trajectory Q(t) (in units of W m2). The temperature anomaly T speciﬁes
the global mean warming relative to the GMT value at preindustrial times (in units
of C).
Ce  _T ðtÞ ¼ QðtÞ  Q2x 
T ðtÞ
T 2x
; ð7Þ
where Ce is eﬀective ocean heat capacity [J m
2 C1], Q2x radiative forcing from
doubling atmospheric CO2 [W m
2], and T2x climate sensitivity [C].
Diﬀerential equation (7) is the simplest type of energy balance model, arising from
a linear approximation of the change in the earths energy balance for small pertur-
bations [16]. It equates the net radiative ﬂux into the system at the top of the
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radiative forcing were kept constant at a value Q = Q2x, i.e., if the atmospheric
CO2 concentration were stabilized at twice its preindustrial value of 280 ppm, the
system would undergo an equilibrium temperature change T = T2x. Climate sensitiv-
ity T2x is a crucial parameter to characterize the response of the climate system to an
increase in GHG concentrations. Due to complex feedbacks, the value of climate
sensitivity is clouded by uncertainty. Rising temperatures will increase the water
vapor content in the atmosphere, which further enhances the absorption of infrared
radiation from the surface, leading to an increase in greenhouse forcing (water
vapor feedback). Moreover, the planetary albedo, i.e., the overall reﬂectivity of the
earth system to incident solar radiation, is likely to decrease due to, inter
alia, changes in cloud cover, and a reduction in snow and ice cover (albedo feed-
back).
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) gives an estimate of cli-
mate sensitivity T2x = [1.5 C, 4.5 C] based on the diﬀerences among state-of-the-art
general circulation models [17]. The panel explicitly refrains from specifying proba-
bilistic information. Recently, models of intermediate complexity were used to estab-
lish probability distributions from a comparison of model results with historical
atmosphere, surface and deep ocean temperature data [18–20]. Eﬀorts are hampered
by the presence of natural variability, the lack of long-term data and the multitude
of forcings.
In this analysis, we consider probability distributions for T2x from two recent
studies. Forest et al. [19] use Bayes rule to update a prior for climate sensitivity with
the likelihood that the historical data can be reproduced by the model. They specify
two posterior distributions PT 2x for a uniform and an expert prior. Andronova and
Schlesinger [20] use a bootstrapping method to determine various estimates of PT 2x
for diﬀerent assumptions about the radiative forcing from solar activity (S), volcanic
sources, and tropospheric ozone (T). In their setup, they separate the stochastic
uncertainty due to the presence of natural variability in the data from the epistemic
uncertainty about the historical forcing trajectory. While the former is translated
into a probability estimate for climate sensitivity, the latter uncertainty is dealt with
by a sensitivity analysis. If we assume complete ignorance about whether solar activ-
ity and tropospheric ozone have contributed signiﬁcantly to the temperature in-
crease in the past, we can interpret the probability estimates P(T2x) for solar and
ozone forcing models included or excluded as extreme points of an imprecise
probability.
The estimates for P(T2x) are shown in Fig. 2. We construct a distribution band
CT 2xðF ; F Þ by making two assumptions:
(A) Inclusion of the plausible: We assume that every CDF which lies between the
lower and upper enveloping CDFs of the family of estimates is compatible with
the current state of information.
(B) Exclusion of the implausible: We assume that every CDF which is not fully
enclosed by the enveloping CDFs is not compatible with the current state of
information.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative probability distributions for T2x from the literature [19,20]: Estimates of [19] depend
on a prior probability. Estimates of [20] depend on whether models for solar forcing (S), and tropospheric
ozone (T) were considered in addition to greenhouse gas (G) and aerosol forcing (A) (speciﬁed by
combinations of G, A, T, S). The distribution band CT 2x ðF ; F Þ is enclosed by ‘‘[19]—expert prior’’ and
‘‘[20]—GA,GTA’’. Also shown are the p-box approximation and the associated random set.
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that are ‘‘scientiﬁcally accepted’’ 2. In this case, every estimate outside their range
can be considered implausible until a scientiﬁc analysis has demonstrated the con-
trary. The situation is more diﬃcult with Assumption (A). It basically says that every
estimate should be considered plausible which cannot be excluded on the basis of
Assumption (B). This is a very conservative statement, because we can imagine Dirac
d-measures with their masses concentrated at point values that look rather implau-
sible, but are still fully enclosed by the enveloping CDFs.
The continuous distribution band CT 2xðF ; F Þ is bounded by ‘‘[19]—expert prior’’
from above and by ‘‘[20]—GA,GTA’’ from below. In order to generate a p-box
CT 2xðSF; SFÞ, the continuous lower and upper bounds need to be approximated by
step functions. Following [5], it is usually suggested to choose an equiprobable par-
tition of the probability axis for generating lower and upper step functions that jump
between these levels [4]. Depending on the application, however, other partitions
might be better suited. In our case, it is desirable to minimize the additional impre-
cision introduced by the p-box approximation. This can be achieved by adjusting the
step height of the approximating step functions to reﬂect the shape of the continuous
bounding functions. If we use the area between lower and upper bounding function2 We acknowledge that ‘‘scientiﬁcally accepted’’ is a diﬃcult notion to work with, since it is both fuzzy
and not necessarily related to truth. From a practical point of view, ‘‘scientiﬁcally accepted’’ could be
deﬁned as every estimate published in the literature and not considered outdated by the community. We do
not claim to have included all such estimates in our analysis. The estimates we rely on were chosen for
illustrative purposes.
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ability axis into n levels that minimizes the degree of additional imprecision can be
found by solving the following nonlinear program:
max
x
2
;...;xn
Xn
i¼1
ðF ðxiÞ  F ðxi ÞÞ  ðxi  xi Þ ð8Þ
subject to F ðxi Þ ¼ F ðxi1Þ; xi > xi1; 1 < i 6 n;
where x1; xn are ﬁxed by the support ðx1; xn of the distribution band CX ðF ; F Þ. Note
that knowledge of x2; . . . ; x

n fully determines x*1, . . .,x*n1 and the partition of the
probability axis in intervals ½F ðxiþ1Þ; F ðxi Þ, 1 6 i < n and ½F ðxnÞ; 1. The resulting
p-box CT 2xðSF; SFÞ can be immediately decomposed into a random set
ðE;mÞ ¼fðx1; x1;m ¼ F ðx1Þ; ðx2; x2;m ¼ F ðx2Þ  F ðx2Þ; . . . ; ðxn; xn;
m ¼ 1 F ðxnÞg: ð9Þ
We solved Program (8) for the distribution band CT 2xðF ; F Þ and the choice of
n = 10 with the NLP solver CONOPT [21] in the General Algebraic Modeling Sys-
tem (GAMS) environment. CONOPT searches for a local optimum along the gradi-
ent of the objective function, which in our case is determined by the gradients of the
lower and upper bounding functions. We varied the initial conditions to test for mul-
tiple local optima. The small number of n = 10 focal elements was chosen for illus-
tration. Due to computational limitations, a random set for a more complex
climate model will need to be restricted to a small number of focal elements.
Fig. 2 shows the resulting p-box CT 2xðSF; SFÞ and its associated random set
ðET 2x ;mÞ. The information content of the p-box can be compared with the IPCC esti-
mate of Tx 2 [1.5 C,4.5 C] by drawing on the belief function representation
of CT 2xðSF;SFÞ that was established in Theorem 1. The lower probability
P(T2x 2 [1.5 C,4.5 C]) and upper probability P(T2x 2 [1.5 C,4.5 C]), for instance,
are given by
belT 2xðT 2x 2 ½1:5 C; 4:5 CÞ ¼
X
ijEi½1:5 C;4:5 C
mi ¼ 0:12;
plT 2xðT 2x 2 ½1:5 C; 4:5 CÞ ¼
X
ijEi\½1:5 C;4:5 C6¼;
mi ¼ 1:
By analogous calculations, the probability for T2x < 1.5 C is found in the interval
[0, 0.08], and for T2x > 4.5 C in [0,0.80]. The numbers show that CT 2xðSF; SFÞ does
not support the IPCC estimate, especially for high climate sensitivities T2x > 4.5 C.
This reﬂects the fact that the upper bound of the IPCC estimate is not supported by
the probability estimates from the literature [19,20] that we have considered here.
Climate sensitivity is not the only uncertain parameter in Eq. (7). Eﬀective ocean
heat capacity Ce is an artiﬁcial quantity that arises from the simple form of the en-
ergy balance model. It depends on ocean characteristics like vertical diﬀusivity, but
also on climate sensitivity [17]. A comparison of Model (7) with emulations of diﬀer-
ent general circulation models suggest a functional dependence of Ce on T2x of the
E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209 197form Ce  T cc2x with 0 < cc < 1. We parameterize Ce :¼ C  ðT 2x=3 CÞcc , where C spec-
iﬁes the eﬀective heat capacity C for T2x = 3 C. The uncertainty about Ce derives from
the p-box for climate sensitivity, and the uncertainty about C and cc. We specify an
interval uncertainty ðC; ccÞ ¼ ½1:26GJ m2 C1; 1:58GJ m2 C1  ½0:6; 0:8 for
the latter two parameters, which is an adequate choice in the light of the large uncer-
tainty surrounding ocean characteristics like vertical diﬀusivity [19]. Interval uncer-
tainty generates the simplest form of a p-box. The lower and upper CDF are either 0
or 1. Such a p-box can be captured by a random set containing just one focal element
with probability mass m = 1.3.2. Radiative forcing model
We group the radiation aﬀecting substances into carbon dioxide, which is the
most important GHG, the ‘‘other than CO2’’ greenhouse gases (OGHGs), and aero-
sols. Solar and volcanic sources are neglected since we are interested in the human-
induced climate change signal. The radiative forcing trajectory Q(t) associated with
the accumulation of these substances in the atmosphere relative to their preindustrial
level is calculated by
QðtÞ ¼ Q2x
ln 2
ln
CCO2ðtÞ
CCO2ð1750Þ
 
þ QAergðEAerðtÞÞ þ QOGHGðtÞ; ð10Þ
where CCO2 is the atmospheric CO2 concentration [ppm], EAer are human sulfate aer-
osol emissions [TgS yr1], QAer is net aerosol forcing in 1990 [W m
2], and QOGHG is
the OGHG forcing trajectory [W m2].
The radiative properties of aerosol particles are most uncertain. Aerosols inﬂuence
the radiation balance not only directly, but also indirectly by altering cloud formation
processes. Both eﬀects are included in the function g(EAer(t)), which employs a stan-
dard parameterization to convert aerosol emissions relative to their 1990 value to net
aerosol radiative forcing relative to QAer [16, Chapter 7.7]. The IPCC estimates that
the negative forcing of aerosols has been in the range [0.8 W m2,0.2 W m2]
(direct eﬀect) and [2 W m2,0 W m2] (indirect eﬀect) for the period 1990–2000
[22]. Forest et al. [19] and Andronova and Schlesinger [20] have also investigated
the uncertainty about QAer. Fig. 3 depicts their estimates for the cumulative probabil-
ity distribution of QAer under diﬀerent assumptions detailed in Section 3.1. As for cli-
mate sensitivity, we have used the lower and upper enveloping function of the family
of estimates to construct a distribution band CQAerðF ; F Þ, and have solved Program (8)
to determine a step function approximation for the choice of n = 10 steps.
The resulting p-box CQAerðSF; SFÞ and its associated random set are shown in
Fig. 3. Their information content can be compared with the IPCC estimate
[2.8 W m2,0.2 W m2] (direct and indirect eﬀect combined). The probability
P (QAer 2 [2.8 W m2,0.2 W m2]) lies in the interval [0.95,1]. Thus, the IPCC
estimate includes CQAerðSF; SFÞ almost entirely. The estimates considered here sup-
port a more narrow range, where in particular a very strong negative aerosol forcing
contribution is discarded.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative probability distributions from the literature for QAer [20,19]. See Fig. 2 for additional
explanation on the ﬁgure key. Also shown are the p-box approximation of the distribution band and the
associated random set.
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tration CCO2(t), future changes in the radiative forcing of the OGHGs QOGHG(t),
and anthropogenic aerosol emissions EAer(t) directly to the socio-economic
sphere. In a special report on emissions scenarios [23], the IPCC has described a
range of plausible future pathways of society and economy on a global
scale. In this analysis, we specify just two parameters, G (‘‘growth’’) and
S (‘‘Shift’’), with CCO2ðtÞ ¼ CCO2ð2000ÞeGtSt
2
; QOGHGðtÞ ¼ QOGHGð2000ÞeGtSt2
and EAerðtÞ ¼ EAerð2000ÞeGtð3SþDÞt2 . We restrict S 6 G/300 years, so that the growth
in atmospheric CO2 concentration and radiative forcing of OGHGs can be
dampened, but not reversed by a ‘‘shift’’ S in the 21st century. In contrast, aerosol
emissions EAer will decrease eventually due to the presence of a desulphurization
constant D in the exponent. This accounts for the fact that aerosol emissions are pro-
jected to decline in the mid to long run due to increased local environmental
protection.
As the future socio-economic development is entirely uncertain, it is appropriate
to specify interval uncertainties for G 2 [0.004 yr1,0.012 yr1] and S 2 [0 yr2,
G/300 yr1]. This deﬁnes a random set with a single triangular focal element on
XG · XS carrying probability mass m = 1. Growth rates from 0.4% to 1.2% per year
lead to atmospheric CO2 concentrations from 480 ppm to 1230 ppm in 2100 (present
day: 380 ppm), and to a forcing from the OGHGs between 1 and 4 W m2. ThisTable 1
List of uncertain model parameters and the properties of their associated random sets
Focal elements for T2x C  cc QAer G · S
Geometry Interval Rectangle Interval Triangle
Number 10 1 10 1
E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209 199covers the full range of the scenarios including uncertainty in the biogeochemical
cycles [17].
3.3. Joint random set for the model parameters
We have speciﬁed random sets for six uncertain parameters in the temperature
model (7) and forcing model (10) (see Table 1). They can be associated with four
physically distinct ﬁelds: climate feedbacks (T2x), ocean properties (C  cc), aerosol
properties (QAer) and socio-economic behavior (G · S). Hence, it is reasonable to as-
sume physical independence between the parameters in the various ﬁelds. If we na-
ively assume that this implies independence of the associated random sets, we can
combine the random set information by applying the independent product (3). This
generates a joint random set ðEpar;mparÞ; par :¼ ðT 2x;C; cc;QAer;G; SÞ, with 100 focal
elements Ei,par.
Consider the special case of complete ignorance over some domain X1, which we
have assumed for C  cc and G · S. It is captured by a p-box with lower CDF equal
to zero and upper CDF equal to unity on X1, and by a random set ðE1;m1Þ with sin-
gle focal element X1. In this special case, the combination of ðE1;m1Þ with some other
random set on a domain X2 yields the same result for the assumption of indepen-
dence as for unknown dependency. Under both assumptions, the combination
amounts to a mere extension of the X2-random set onto the product space
X1 · X2. Thus, there exists a unique way to include the complete ignorance over
C  cc and G · S into the joint random set ðEpar;mparÞ, as long as no well-known
dependencies between the parameters are postulated. The only critical case is the
combination of the random sets for T2x and QAer.
Although T2x and QAer are physically independent, they are linked by our knowl-
edge about the historical temperature record. Comparisons of model results with his-
torical data will have a tendency to produce high estimates of T2x for a large negative
radiative forcing QAer of aerosols, and vice versa [19]. To account for this epistemic
dependence, we have included a constraint in the analysis that rejects parameter
combinations (T2x,QAer), if the weighted least-square sum of the residual between
historical global mean temperature and model output becomes excessively large in
terms of a v2-test. However, since the variance of natural temperature variability,
as estimated from general circulation models [24], is of the order of magnitude of
the residual, the constraint was not very restrictive. In future research, we will inves-
tigate how random sets can be constructed directly from a comparison of model out-
put with data given some imprecise prior. For the time being, we stick with the
independent product (3), and use the linear program with Constraints (4) and (5)
to compare with the assumption of unknown dependency between T2x and QAer.4. Estimation of global mean temperature change
Diﬀerential equation (7) and Radiative forcing model (10) generate a continuous
transfer function f : R6 ! R that maps the uncertain model parameters to an
200 E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209increase T in GMT since 1860. We have used Extension (6) to transfer the random
set ðEpar;mÞ for the uncertain parameters to a random set ðET ;mÞ for GMT increase.
This requires the calculation of the image f ðEi;parÞ ¼ ½T iðtÞ; T iðtÞ 3 for each focal ele-
ment in ðEpar;mÞ. After discretizing time into suﬃciently small time steps Dt, the
boundaries of the image f(Ei,par) at time tk = kDt + t0 can be found by solving
T iðtkÞ ¼ min
ðT 2x;C;cc;QAer ;G;SÞ2Ei;par
T ðtkÞ; ð11Þ
subject to T ðtlÞ ¼ T ðtl1Þ þ Dt  Qðtl1ÞCe 
Q2x
Ce
 T ðtl1Þ
T 2x
 
;
T iðtkÞ ¼ max
ðT 2x;C;cc;QAer ;G;SÞ2Ei;par
T ðtkÞ; ð12Þ
subject to T ðtlÞ ¼ T ðtl1Þ þ Dt  Qðtl1ÞCe 
Q2x
Ce
 T ðtl1Þ
T 2x
 
:
We have solved Programs (11) and (12) for a choice of Dt :¼ 1 yr, t0 = 1860, and
k 2 {166,191,216,241} (years 2025,2050,2075,2100) with the NLP Solver CONOPT
[21] in the GAMS environment. A historical forcing scenario was prescribed for the
period 1860–2000.
It can be checked that T(t) is monotone in C, cc, QAer, G, S and concave in T2x.
The latter is due to the fact that T2x inﬂuences T both directly and indirectly through
its connection to eﬀective ocean heat capacity. Thus, Program (12) is a convex opti-
mization problem, and the solution will constitute the global maximum of tempera-
ture. Care has to be taken with Program (11). The solution will be a boundary point
of the focal element Ei,par, and we have to check both boundary points to ﬁnd the
global minimum of T2x.
Fig. 4 shows the image ½T ðtÞ; T ðtÞ of a single focal element. Its range grows con-
siderably in time. We performed a sensitivity analysis with partly resolved uncer-
tainty by assuming ﬁxed average values for some parameters, while retaining the
focal element for the other parameters (forcing and climate uncertainty: G, S ﬁxed,
socio-economic uncertainty: T2x, C, c
c, QAer ﬁxed). Uncertainty in the forcing and
climate parameters dominates the overall uncertainty in the ﬁrst half of the 21st cen-
tury, but socio-economic uncertainty becomes equally important later on.
The transfered random set ðET ;mÞ for GMT increase can be used to construct a
p-box CT ðSF; SFÞ with lower and upper bounding step functions
SFðT Þ :¼ belT ð1; T  ¼
X
ijET ;ið1;T 
mi; ð13Þ3 The extension of a half-closed interval through a continuous non-monotone transfer function can
result in a half-closed or closed interval. To avoid unnecessary technicalities, we consider the convex hull
of the extended focal elements. The clear distinction of half-closed and closed intervals was necessary to
establish Theorem 1, but does not inﬂuence the results almost everywhere on the space of measurable
events.
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X
ijET ;i\ð1;T 6¼;
mi: ð14ÞAccording to Corollary 1, the p-box CT ðSF; SFÞ contains the same or larger
set of probabilities than is encompassed by the belief function belT, i.e.,
CT ðbelT Þ  CT ðSF; SFÞ. Equality holds if and only if ðET ;mÞ has Properties (I) and
(II) in Lemma 1. However, due to the non-monotonicity of the dynamically gener-
ated transfer function, the extended random set ðET ;mÞ does not contain Property
(II) any more, even though its inverse image did. Thus, CT ðSF; SFÞ contains
less information than CT ðbelEÞ does. There are events A 2 R for which P(A) calcu-
lated from CT ðSF; SFÞ is strictly smaller than belT(A). We will give an exam-
ple below.
For ‘‘well-behaved’’ transfer functions y = f(x) 4, the following general relation-
ship obtains when projecting a p-box for model parameters x onto the model output
y:
f ðCX ðSFX ; SFX ÞÞ ¼Theorem 1 f ðCX ðbelX ÞÞ
¼Theorem 2CY ðbelY :¼ f ðbelX ÞÞ 
Corollary 1 & Non-monotone f
CY ðSFY ; SFY Þ:4 We call f well-behaved, if every probability measure PX jF dominating the lower envelope belX of a p-
box on the r-ﬁeldF can be extended to the Borel ﬁeld R such that it dominates belX also on R. If this is
true, Theorem 2 establishes equality between the f-transformed p-box and the convex set of probabilities
encompassed by the extended belief function belY (see Section 2.4).
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Fig. 5. Lower and upper CDFs for GMT increase T in the years 2025, 2050, 2075, 2100. Note the diﬀerent
scaling of the x-axis in (c) and (d). (a) Full uncertainty, (b) forcing and climate uncertainty only, (c) climate
uncertainty only and (d) forcing uncertainty only.
202 E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209The information loss associated with the p-box CY ðSFY ; SFY Þ will be the larger,
the more non-monotone the transfer function is. Thus, belY rather than
CY ðSFY ; SFY Þ should be used when determining lower and upper probabilities on
the model output space. However, p-boxes are more illustrative to depict the result-
ing uncertainty for the model output variable.
Fig. 5 shows the lower and upper CDF of the p-box CT ðSF; SFÞ for the years
2025, 2050, 2075 and 2100. It can be seen that the imprecision in the GMT estimate
is enormous (Fig. 5a). A comparison with the IPCC estimate of [1.4 C,5.8 C] for
GMT increase in 2100 relative to 1990 [17] underscores this assessment. The proba-
bility for T(2100) 2 [1.6 C,6.5 C] (assuming a warming of 0.2 C to 0.7 C until
1990) lies in the interval [0, 1], for T(2100) < 1.6 C in [0,0.23], and for
T(2100) > 6.5 C in [0,0.96]. Despite the large range provided by the IPCC, the esti-
mate of GMT increase presented here is too imprecise to discriminate against values
outside this range. For the event T(2100) 2 [1.6 C,6.5 C], the lower and upper
probability calculated from belT do not diﬀer from the values that can be derived
from the p-box CT ðSF; SFÞ. However, for the event T(2100) 2 [2.0 C,7.3 C], e.g.,
it is belT(T(2100) 2 [2.0 C,7.3 C]) = 0.16, while the p-box allows for a lower prob-
ability of zero. This is one example for the loss of information discussed above.
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Fig. 6. Lower and upper CDF for GMT increase T in the year 2100 under the assumption of
independence and unknown dependency between T2x and QAer.
E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209 203The large imprecision is partly due to the large number of uncertain parameters
that were captured by p-boxes describing complete ignorance ðC; cc;G; SÞ. The
imprecision reduces considerably with the number of uncertain parameters. Fig.
5b–d show cases, where we have ﬁxed some parameters at an average value, while
retaining the random set for the other parameters (forcing and climate uncertainty:
G, S ﬁxed; climate uncertainty: G, S, QAer ﬁxed; forcing uncertainty: G, S, T2x, C, c
c
ﬁxed). A comparison reveals that the socio-economic parameters are the most inﬂu-
ential factor for the uncertainty in GMT increase in the year 2100, followed by the
climatic parameters. The uncertainty about the aerosol forcing plays the smallest
role, which is partly due to the fact that sulfate aerosol emissions are projected to
certainly decline in the 21st century.
The imprecision in the estimate of future GMT change increases further, if we as-
sume unknown dependency instead of independence between the random sets for T2x
and QAer. Fig. 6 shows the diﬀerence between the p-box CT ðSF; SFÞ from Fig. 5 and
the p-box that emerges when minimizing and maximizing cumulative probability for
each event (1,T] under the constraints (4) and (5) for the allocation of probability
masses over focal elements. The comparison reveals that the imprecision under inde-
pendence is already large. It needs to be checked in further studies, in how far the
imprecision decreases when a negative correlation between T2x and QAer is assumed.5. Conclusion
Imprecise probability concepts carry the potential to consistently capture the dif-
ferent types of uncertainties and diﬀerent degrees of knowledge that are encountered
in climate change analysis. However, they need to be applicable to dynamical prob-
lems with a large number of uncertain continuous variables. We suggest that p-boxes
204 E. Kriegler, H. Held / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 39 (2005) 185–209and belief functions are conceptually ﬂexible and mathematically tractable enough to
fulﬁll these competing requirements to some extent. When a p-box is bounded by
lower and upper step functions on the real line, the information about the encom-
passed set of probabilities can be condensed in a belief function and its associated
random set. Moreover, if the random set extension principle is used to project a ran-
dom set for model parameters onto the model output, no information is added
unwittingly, i.e., no probabilities are excluded that were allowed under the initial
uncertainty assessment.
We have constructed a belief function for a simple climate model, and projected it
onto an estimate of global mean temperature increase. The large imprecision of the
estimate has diﬀerent reasons and implications. Firstly, we incorporated a very
broad range of factors in the analysis. Imprecision will be reduced if the range of fac-
tors is limited by formulating more speciﬁc questions. Secondly, we assumed a state
of complete ignorance for two thirds of the parameters under consideration. Avoid-
ing such crude estimates can greatly reduce imprecision. Thirdly, the p-boxes for T2x
and QAer should be considered conservative estimates. They can be improved
upon, when more comparisons of model results with historical data become avail-
able. Imprecision can be reduced in particular, if it is discriminated between the reli-
ability of diﬀerent models. Fourthly, we combined the marginal belief functions by
assuming independence between T2x and QAer. The more appropriate assumption
of a negative correlation between these two quantities would probably reduce
imprecision.
Finally, one source of imprecision lies in the nature of the p-boxes themselves.
They contain all Dirac d-measures, whose CDF is encompassed by the lower and
upper bounding functions. While it can be argued whether such degenerate probabil-
ities should be included, they are having a large impact on processing the informa-
tion, since they constitute the extreme points of the convex set of probabilities which
set up the lower and upper envelope [25]. An alternative might be to consider prob-
ability families bounded by lower and upper probability density functions instead of
p-boxes. However, such probability families are more general than belief functions,
and cannot be represented like p-boxes (but a suitable approximation method has
been proposed recently [26]).
Nevertheless, the results underline that uncertainty is a key issue in the integrated
assessment of climate change. Belief functions provide new insights into the structure
of the uncertainty, particularly into its imprecision. The link to p-boxes seems to be
an important yardstick for assessing information losses when combining and extend-
ing belief functions. More work is needed here to enhance the applicability of belief
functions to climate change analysis. We also need methods to determine belief func-
tions directly from a comparison of model results with historical data.Acknowledgments
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Proof of Lemma 1:
(I) Since at least one index i 2 {1, . . . ,n}, j 2 {1, . . . ,m} is raised by one in each
iteration, the algorithm enters step (2) at most n + m  1 times before it
stops.
(II) Since the indices i 2 {1, . . . ,n}, j 2 {1, . . . ,m} are either raised by one or remain
unchanged in each iteration, i(k) 6 i(l) and j(k) 6 j(l) for iterations k < l. Thus,
xjðkÞ 6 xjðlÞ and x*i(k) 6 x*i(l) for iterations k < l.
(III) Consider an arbitrary x 2 R.
Belief function: If x < x*1, then there exists no focal element with Ek  (1,x].
Therefore, we have bel(1,x] = SF(x) = 0. If x P x*n, then all focal elements
have the property Ek  (1,x]. Therefore, we have bel(1,x] = SF(x) = 1.
Assume x*1 6 x < x*n. Let El ¼ ðxl ; xl be the focal element with x*l 6
x < x*l+1. Then, we have belEð1; x :¼
P
kjEkð1;xmk ¼
P
k6lmk due to (II).
By construction of the algorithm,
P
k6lmk ¼ pl :¼ SFðxlÞ. Since
x*l 6 x < x*l+1, we have SF(x*l) = SF(x). Plausibility function: If x 6 x1, then
all focal elements have the property Ek \ (1,x] = ;. Therefore, we have
plð1; x ¼ SFðxÞ ¼ 0. If x > xm, then all focal elements have the property
Ek \ (1,x]5 ;. Therefore, we have plð1; x ¼ SFðxÞ ¼ 1. Assume
x1 < x 6 xm. Let El ¼ ðxl ; xl be the focal element with xl < x 6 xlþ1. Then,
we have plEð1; x :¼
P
kjEk\ð1;x6¼;mk ¼
P
k6lmk due to (II). By construction
of the algorithm,
P
k6lmk ¼ pl :¼ SFðxlþ1Þ. Since xl < x 6 xlþ1, we have
SFðxlþ1Þ ¼ SFðxÞ. hProof of Theorem 1:
Step 1: The random set E has Property (III), Lemma 1. Hence, we have
PX ðAÞ ¼ belEðAÞ for every event A = (1,x], x 2 R. Likewise, we have
PX ð;Þ ¼ belEð;Þ ¼ 0; and PX ðRÞ ¼ belEðRÞ ¼ 1.
Step 2: Consider an arbitrary half closed interval ða; b  R, a < b. we have to
show that PX ða; b ¼ belEða; b.
PX ða; b ¼ max½0; SFðbÞ  SFðaÞ ¼ max 0;
X
ijEið1;b
mi 
X
jjEj\ð1;a6¼;
mj
2
4
3
5:
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1; a 6¼ ; and bE 6 ð1; b. Assume now that an E 2 E with
E ¼ ðx;x  ða; b would exist. Then, a 6 x < x 6 b and x^ < x < x < x^. The
latter, however, contradicts Property (II) in Lemma 1, and we conclude that such
an E 2 E does not exist. Hence, belEða; b ¼ 0.
Assume, vice versa, that there exists a focal element bE 2 E withbE \ ð1; a 6¼ ; and bE 6 ð1; b. Let E be an arbitrary focal element with
E  (1,b]. Then either E  (a,b] or E \ (1,a]5 ;. It was shown in the last par-
agraph that the existence of bE excludes E  (a,b]. Hence, all Ei  ð1; b 2 E inter-
sect (1,a], and SFðbÞ < SFðaÞ. Therefore, if SFðbÞ P SFðaÞ, there is no such focal
element bE 2 E, i.e., for all focal elements Ei 6 (1,b]) Ei \ (1,a] = ;. Then,
PX ða; b ¼
X
EsðiÞða;b
msðiÞ þ
X
EtðiÞ\ð1;a6¼;
mtðiÞ 
X
Ej\ð1;a6¼;
mj ¼ belEða; b:
Step 3: Consider an arbitrary Borel set B 2 R. Let E1, . . ., En be the focal elements
that are fully contained in B, and En+1, . . ., Ek the remaining focal elements of E.
Due to Lemma 1, Property (I), E ¼ [ni¼1Ei is a union of m 6 n disjoint half-closed
intervals E = (a1,b1] [ . . . [ (am,bm], a1 < b1 < . . . < am < bm, where no pair of half-
closed intervals exhibits common accumulation points. Choose a CDF
F 0 : R! ½0; 1 with F 0ða1Þ ¼ min½SFða1Þ; SFðb1Þ; F 0ðb1Þ ¼ SFðb1Þ; . . . ; F 0ðamÞ ¼
min½SFðamÞ; SFðbmÞ, F 0(bm) = SF(bm). Since F 0(a1) 6 F 0(b1) 6 . . . 6 F 0(am) 6 F 0(bm),
such a CDF does exist, and is contained in CX ðSF; SFÞ. Given this probability
speciﬁcation, we have
P 0ðEÞ ¼ F 0ðbmÞ  F 0ðamÞ þ    þ F 0ðb1Þ  F 0ða1Þ
¼ max½0; SFðbmÞ  SFðamÞ þ    þmax½0; SFðb1Þ  SFða1Þ
¼ PX ðam; bm þ    þ PX ða1; b1:
Since the lower envelope PX is super-additive on a union of disjoint sets [11, Chapter
2.7.4], we have PX(E) = P
0(E). Since PX(ai,bi] = bel(ai,bi] as shown in Step 2, and
each focal element contained in E is contained in exactly one interval (ai,bi],
PX ðEÞ ¼
Xl
i¼1
X
jjEjðai;bi
mj ¼
X
jjEj
Sk
i¼1ðai ;bi 
mj ¼ belEðEÞ:
Since a lower envelope PX is a monotone set function, we have
PX ðBÞ P PX ðEÞ ¼ belEðEÞ ¼ belEðBÞ:
Step 4: Consider an arbitrary Borel set B 2 R. Let E1 , . . . ,En be the focal elements
that are fully contained in B, and En+1, . . . ,Ek the remaining focal elements of E.
Choose a right-continuous step function SF  : R! ½0; 1 as follows. For each focal
element Ei 6 B; n < i 6 k, introduce a step of height mi at a point xi 2 Ei, xi 62 B.
For each focal element Ei  B, 1 6 i 6 n introduce a step of height mi at an arbitrary
point xi 2 Ei. Since
Pk
i¼1mi ¼ 1, SF* so deﬁned is a CDF of some Dirac d-measure
P*. Moreover, we have
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X
jjEjð1;x
mj ¼ belð1; x ¼ SFðxÞ;
SF ðxÞ 6
X
jjEj\ð1;x6¼;
mj ¼ plð1; x ¼ SFðxÞ;
so that P  2 CX ðSF; SFÞ. Clearly, P ðBÞ ¼
Pn
i¼1mi ¼
P
ijEiBmi ¼ belEðBÞ. Since we
have established PX ðBÞ P belEðBÞ for arbitrary Borel sets B in Step 3, it is
PX ðBÞ ¼ belEðBÞ. hProof of Corollary 1:
Show CX ðbelEÞ  CX ðSF; SFÞ:
Choose an arbitrary probability PX 2 CX ðbelEÞ.
) 8x 2 R PX ð1; x P belEð1; x 6 and PX ð1; x 6 plEð1; x.
) PX 2 CX ðSF; SFÞ by deﬁnition.
Show CX ðbelEÞ ¼ CX ðSF; SFÞ, if ðE;mÞ has Properties (I) and (II):
Use Algorithm 1 to construct a random set ðE0;m0Þ from SF and SF.
ðE0;m0Þ and E;mÞ both have Properties (I) to (III), Lemma 1. This implies, inter alia,
that for any half-closed interval (a,b] on the real line we have belE0 ¼
belE :¼ max½0; SFðbÞ  SFðaÞ (see Step 1 in Proof of Theorem 1). Since both ran-
dom sets contain only half-closed intervals, it follows ðE0;m0Þ ¼ ðE;mÞ. Hence,
belE ¼ belE0 , and according to Theorem 1, belE is the lower envelope of CX ðSF; SFÞ.
Show CX ðbelEÞ ¼ CX ðSF; SFÞ, only if ðE;mÞ has Properties (I), (II):
Assume that ðE;mÞ does not fulﬁll property (I) or (II) in Lemma 1. Let ðE0;m0Þ be the
random set constructed from SF, and SF by Algorithm 1, and belE0 the associated
belief function. According to Lemma 1, ðE0;m0Þ has properties (I) to (II). Then,
ðE;mÞ 6¼ ðE0;m0Þ; and bel0E 6¼ belE. According to Theorem 1, bel0E is the lower
envelope of CX ðSF; SFÞ. Hence, belE cannot be the lower envelope, and
CX ðbelEÞ 6¼ CX ðSF; SFÞ. hProof of Lemma 2:
The following properties hold in general for inverse images f1(B) = {xjf(x) 2 B}
[6, Appendix A7]: f1([hBh) = [hf1(Bh), f1(\hBh) = \hf1(Bh) for arbitrary (possi-
bly uncountable) unions and intersections, and B1 \ B2 = ; ) f1(B1) \ f1(B2) = ;.
Part (a): F  Rn follows from the deﬁnition of F, the measurability of f and the
fact that Rg(f) is a Borel set. F is a r-ﬁeld on Rn, if
1. Rn 2F: True, since Rn ¼ f 1ðRgðf ÞÞ and Rgðf Þ 2 Rm \Rgðf Þ.
2. A 2F) Ac 2F: Consider an arbitrary A 2F. By deﬁnition ofF, it exists B 2
Rm \Rgðf Þ with A = f1(B). Deﬁne B 0 = Rg(f)  B. It is f1(B [ B 0) = f1(B) [
f1(B 0) = A [ f1(B 0). Since B \ B 0 = ;, A \ f1(B 0) = ;. Since f 1ðB [ B0Þ ¼ Rn,
Ac = f1(B 0). Thus, Ac 2F.
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Rm \Rgðf Þ with Ai = f1(Bi). Thus, [iAi = [if1(Bi) = f1([iBi). Since for any
collection Bi 2 Rm \Rgðf Þ it is also [iBi 2 Rm \Rgðf Þ, we have [iAi 2F.
Part (b): {f1(y)jy 2 Rg(f)} is the set of atoms of F, if
1. f1(y) \ f1(y 0) = ; for y5 y 0: True, since {y} \ {y 0} = ;, if y5 y 0.
2. For all A 2F, there exists a set B 2 PðRmÞ \Rgðf Þ with A = [y2Bf1(y): True,
since by deﬁnition of F, there exists a set B 2 Rm \Rgðf Þ for all A 2F with
A = f1(B) = f1([y2By) = [y2Bf1(y).
Part (c): Note that PX jFðAÞ :¼ PY ðf ðAÞÞ is always deﬁned on F, since Rg(f) is a
Borel set, and "A 2Ff ðAÞ 2 Rm \Rgðf Þ by deﬁnition of F. PX jF is a countably
additive probability measure on F, if
1. For all A 2FPX jFðAÞ P 0: True, by deﬁnition of PX jF, and the fact that PY is a
probability measure.
2. PX jFðRnÞ ¼ 1: True, since f ðRnÞ ¼ Rgðf Þ is a Borel set, and PY(Rg(f)) = 1.
3. For any collection Ai 2F with Ai \ Aj = ; for i5 j, it is PX jFð[iAiÞ ¼P
iPX jFðAiÞ: We have PX jFð[iAiÞ :¼ PY ðf ð[iAiÞÞ ¼ PY ð[if ðAiÞÞ. It follows from
Part (b) that Ai = f
1(f(Ai)). Hence, we have Ai ¼ f 1ð[y2f ðAiÞyÞ ¼ [y2f ðAiÞf 1ðyÞ.
Then, Ai \ Aj = ; for i5 j implies f(Ai) \ f(Aj) = ; for i5 j. Thus,
PY ð[if ðAiÞÞ ¼
P
iP Y ðf ðAiÞÞ ¼:
P
iP X jFðAiÞ, since PY is a countably additive prob-
ability measure. hProof of Theorem 2:
Part (a): Consider an arbitrary probability PY 2 f ðCX ðbelEÞÞ. There exists a proba-
bility PX 2 CX ðbelEÞ with PY(B) = PX(f1(B)) for all B 2 Rm. For arbitrary B 2 Rm,
we have
PY ðBÞ ¼ PX ðf 1ðBÞÞ P belEðf 1ðBÞÞ ¼
X
Eif1ðBÞ
mi
¼
X
f ðEiÞB
mi ¼ belf ðEÞðBÞ: Thus; PY 2 CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ:
Part (b): Consider an arbitrary probability PX jF 2 f 1ðCY ðbelf ðEÞÞÞ. There exists a
probability PY 2 CY ðbelf ðEÞÞ with PX jFðAÞ ¼ PY ðf ðAÞÞ for all A 2F. For arbitrary
A 2F, we have
PX jFðAÞ ¼ PY ðf ðAÞÞ P belf ðEÞðf ðAÞÞ ¼
X
f ðEiÞf ðAÞ
mi
¼
X
Eif1ðf ðAÞÞ
mi ¼ belEðAÞ;
since A ¼ f 1ðf ðAÞÞ by deﬁnition of F. Thus, PX jF 2 CX jFðbelEÞ. h
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